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Haglund’s Deformity,
Pump Bumps and
the Bauer Bump…

Have you or has a patient of yours

suffered from persistent irritation and

skin trauma on the back of the heels?

It may be caused by a condition called

Haglund’s Deformity, also known as

pump bumps (with women’s shoes)

or Bauer bumps (from hockey skates).

Haglund’s deformity is a bony

enlargement on the back of the heel,

which can lead to inflammation of the

skin, blisters and severe callusing.

A customer recently contacted us

about his experience with the

consumer-packaged version of

ShearBan®, reporting “Now, 30

pounds lighter, I will never let

myself run out of them. I have

not had even a hint of a blister

in 16 months, thanks to ENGO®

(blister prevention patches).”

Visit our blog for more information

about relieving the effects of

Haglund’s deformity:

http://insidetamarack.wordpress.com

Instructional Course Presented
at the 2010 ISPOWorld
Congress in Leipzig, Germany
by Mark Payette

®

Charles Kuffel, CPO, FAAOP and I recently had

the honor and privilege of presenting a 3 lecture

instructional course at the 13th ISPOWorld Congress

and ORTHOPÄDIE + REHA-TECHNIK 2010 in Leipzig

Germany. 21,200 visitors from 108 countries visited

the fair and the ISPOWorld Congress. Our course

Titled “Friction Management for Neuropathic

Foot Problems” included the following lectures;

“Friction Reduction to Offload Shear Forces

from Neuropathic Feet”, authored by Marty

Carlson, CPO, FAAOP, “Clinical Considerations

and Decisions for Protecting the Neuropathic

Foot”, authored by Charles Kuffel, CPO, FAAOP, and

“Technical Aspects of Friction Management”,

authored by Mark Payette, CO. It was incredible

for Charlie and me to be two of the lecturing

participants from all over the world and

helping to make this a

successful ISPO

Congress.

Charlie’s “Clinical Considerations” lecture was very

well received and I overheard many compliments,

one being “this was the best clinical presentation

I have ever seen”! Congratulations and thanks for

your work in this area, Charlie!
(cont’d on page back page)
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Our Promise

Interested in Fine-Tuning your Tamarack®
Product InstallationTechniques?

by Marty Carlson, Founder & Chief Engineer

You probably aren’t aware of Tamarack’s warranty
policy. There may be two reasons for this:

1. You may have had little reason to be interested

and

2. We keep quiet about it.

Tamarack Habilitation Technologies takes pride
in our products and customer service.What
makes Tamarack so unique is that we’re
devoted to delivering more than we promise.
If somebody wants a product replaced or
their money back, we just do it… there’s no
time limit, no “material & workmanship” clause.

When my grandkids take over Tamarack, they
may be replacing things we shipped out in the
‘90’s. I hope they do it without hesitation, just
as we do today. Our warranty policy made one
associate go cross-eyed when he first heard it.

“Oh my, all the ways people could abuse it”, he said.
Actually a few have over the years, but the vast
majority of you simply recognize excellent product
performance and value if and when our products
do finally wear out.

Here at Tamarack, we never spend time deliberating
on warranties & guarantees. Your satisfaction
is the reason we’ve stayed in business for
20 years.Your satisfaction is our promise.

Earlier this year, Tamarack introduced the Tamarack Flexure Joint® and ShearBan® Product Guides –
featuring step-by-step installation instructions, helpful tips and answers to frequently asked questions.

We just recently finished developing another useful fabrication resource – the Clevisphere™ Joint
Product Guide. If you have any questions about this stainless steel free motion joint with adjustable
plantarflexion stop, grab a copy of the new Product Guide.

If you’d like to see any of these full-color guides, they can be downloaded at
www.tamarackhti.com or requested via email: info@tamarackhti.com.

Stop by Our Booth
at the 93rd Annual
AOPA National
Assembly!
Tamarack Habilitation Technologies
will be exhibiting at the American
Orthotic & Prosthetic Association
National Assembly in Orlando, FL
from September 29-October 2, 2010.
Stop by booth number 1021 to see
what’s new at Tamarack and say
“hello” to our staff. We have a
few new resources, product
announcements and giveaways
to share with you!

We always welcome your questions
and feedback. Hope to see you in
Orlando!

Stay in Touch
with Tamarack!
We’ve been working hard to stay
connected with our customers,
distributors & suppliers. If you
have any questions or
feedback, please let us know.

Telephone:
(763) 795-0057

Toll-free:
(866) 795-0057

Email:
info@tamarackhti.com

Website:
www.tamarackhti.com

Blog:
http://insidetamarack.wordpress.com

follow@TamarackHTI

Search for us on LinkedIn too!
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Are you a long-time user of Tamarack Flexure Joints®,
TVA or ClevisphereTM joints? If your answer is yes, are
you using all the Tamarack® tools in your facility?
We hope so, and here’s why…

While most fabrication shops are outfitted with all
sorts of hand tools, drills and punches, Tamarack
hand tools make for quick, accurate and cost-effective
fabrication each and every time.

Hand MoldingTool (Model T-740-1) Available in
3 sizes, the Hand Molding Tool is designed to create perfect
Tamarack Flexure Joint® cavities in polypropylene, when a
device needs to be converted from solid to articulated.

Hand Punch (Model T-740-2) Available in 3 sizes,
the Hand Punch is the quickest and most accurate way to
punch holes through the Tamarack Flexure Joint® cavity for
the mounting screws.

Spanner Wrench (Model T-740-3) Available in
two sizes, the SpannerWrench is a helpful tool for grasping
the flange nuts on the orthosis during disassembly.

Hex Driver (Model T-740-4) Available in two sizes,
the Hex Driver is a convenient tool for tightening Tamarack
Flexure Joint® hardware and for adjusting the Clevisphere™
joint plantar stop.

Orthotic Joint Solutions
for our Four-Legged Friends

Photo Courtesy of K-9 Orthotics & Prosthetics,
Beaver Bank, Nova Scotia, Canada

Photo Courtesy of Veterinary Orthopedic & Sports
Medicine Group, Annapolis Junction, Maryland U.S.A.

Photo Courtesy of
OrthoPets Center
for Veterinary
Medicine,
Denver, Colorado
U.S.A.

e

Tamarack has been developing free motion and
motion-assist joints for orthotic & prosthetic devices
for nearly 20 years. Maximizing human physical
function has been our primary mission all along –
and continues to be the heart of all the products
and educational tools we develop. Only recently
did we learn of the emerging animal rehabilitation
market, and the facilities that are developing orthotic
& prosthetic devices to meet the needs of a whole
new species of demanding patients.

On September 21, 2009, PEOPLE Magazine featured
the story of Andre, a stray dog who was rescued after
gnawing off both of his left paws to free himself from
a wolf trap in Alaska.

Enter Denver, CO based OrthoPets, who fitted Andre
(not pictured in this article) with custom prostheses to
restore Andre’s mobility. Today Andre is your typical
happy-faced dog who can now get along with ease.

OrthoPets is one of a handful of veterinary orthotic &
prosthetic facilities in North America who specialize
in restoring function that animals have lost due to
genetic predisposition, old age or trauma.

Tamarack is delighted to announce a new line of free
motionTamarack Flexure Joints, developed with a
lighter-durometer material to meet the unique needs
of animals. For more information aboutTamarack’s
new veterinary joints, visit www.animaloandp.com or
contactTamarack at (866) 795-0057.

What’s the Fuss about Tamarack® Tools?

Tamarack ®

Family of
Products
Tamarack Habilitation Technologies
has designed & manufactured a
variety of O&P/healthcare and
consumer products over the
company’s 20 years in business.
Many of our customers are not
aware of the full line of orthotic
joints and friction management
products we produce.

Products for the O&P and
Allied Healthcare Markets:

Tamarack
Flexure Joints®
& Hand Tools

Tamarack
Variable
Assist™ Joint

Tamarack
Clevisphere™
Joint

ShearBan®

Consumer / Sports
Medicine:

ENGO® Blister
Prevention
Patches

Complex Rehabilitation:

GlideWear™
Seating
Interface

GlideFree™Transfer Board Strips

To learn more about any
of our products, visit
www.tamarackhti.com
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These lectures will be available soon on our
website as part of an E-Learning programwe
are developing. In cooperation with Becker
Orthopedic, we are applying for Category I
CEU’s and hope that this will be helpful to
O&P practitioners and technicians.

The entire world is facing the problem of
neuropathic foot ulcers and there weremany
presentations given during this ISPO congress
which focused on that topic. Charlie and I are
especially interested in this topic, so attended
these foot related presentations given by
presenters frommany countries.

In addition to the scientific
sessions, symposiums, and
courses, there was an
enormous exhibit hall.
Becker Orthopedic had an
exhibit booth which
prominently displayed their
products, as well as all of
Tamarack’s products.

Many people spent time in
the exhibit hall – it was a
great place to closely
examine and learn about
products and components.

The final press release for the entire event can be found at:
www.ot-forum.de/calendar/news/news/or___ispo_world_congress/index_eng.html

Charlie and I were both
excited and grateful to
be able to share our
traveling adventure with
our wives Mary Payette
andTeri Kuffel.

It was also very rewarding and fun
for me to reconnect with colleagues
Hortensia Mallya and WalterTuni
whom I met and worked with when
Tamarack provided a seating work-
shop atTATCOT inTanzania in 2008.

As this edition of the InsideTamarack newsletter is being prepared,
Charlie is in India leading two lower extremity orthotic workshops;
one in Delhi the other in Chennai. He incorporates friction
management education into his lower extremity workshop, which
is a cooperatively supported educational effort by Becker Orthopedic
andTamarack HabilitationTechnologies, Inc.
The goal of these workshops is to share
basic lower extremity biomechanical
information in developing countries.

2010 ISPO World Congress (cont’d from page 1)


